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Abstract. This paper presents the first attempt to apply instance-level transfer learning technique to
cross lingual opinion analysis by using the translation of annotated corpus from other languages as the
supplementary training data for the opinion classifier for target language. Firstly, Transfer AdaBoost al-
gorithm (TrAdaBoost) is applied as the base transfer learning strategy, which makes use of few labeled
examples in target language to leverage the large annotated corpus in other languages and selects the
translated annotated data with good confidence as supplementary training samples to improve the opin-
ion classifier for target language. Considering that the re-weighting scheme adopted in TrAdaBoost has
the potential risk of over-discarding of source training examples, this algorithm is further improved by
combining the bagging procedure and the boosting procedure of TrAdaBoost, named Transfer Boosting
with Bagging (TrBB). The proposed two algorithms are evaluated on document-level and sentence-level
Chinese opinion analysis, respectively. The achieved encouraging performances show that the proposed
transfer learning based approaches improve the opinion analysis effectively by exploiting small training
data in target language and large cross lingual training data.
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1 Introduction

With the rise of blogs and Web 2.0 society, more and more personal opinions like reviews, ratings, recom-
mendations have been shared on the Internet. As a result, to identify opinions in these texts and classify their
sentiment polarity has attracted much attention in recent years [1–3]. Many existing research focused on English
text. Accordingly, many resources like opinion lexicons (e.g., SentiWordNet [4]) and annotated opinion corpora
(e.g., MPQA [5]) in English are developed. On the contrary, the lack of reliably labeled resources is one of the
main research bottlenecks in opinion analysis on the other languages, which raises the following question: How
to re-use these existing resources in one (source) language for opinion analysis in another (target) language?

Motivated by this problem, the cross lingual opinion analysis (CLOA) techniques are investigated, which
leverage the training corpus in other languages to opinion classifier in target language. To perform CLOA,
the expressions between source and target language must be aligned. One way for establishing cross lingual
alignment is by using bilingual dictionaries [6], or aligned corpus [7]. Another way is by using machine translation
system [8, 9]. Banea et al. [8] proposed several approaches for cross lingual subjectivity analysis by directly using
the translations of annotated data in source language for training the opinion classifier on target language. In
Wan’s work [9], the annotated English reviews, unlabeled Chinese reviews and their translations were combined
to co-train two separate classifiers for each language, respectively. However, these works directly used all of the
translation of labeled corpus in source language as the training data for target language without considering
the following two problems. Firstly, the machine translation errors generated low quality training data which
affects the following CLOA procedure. Secondly, the annotated corpora in different languages are collected from
different domain and different writing styles which leads the training and testing data have different feature
space and distribution. It puzzles the traditional machine learning algorithms. These facts indicate that the
directly use all of the translated annotated data for training are not always reliable.

To address these problems, we propose to apply transfer learning based approach to opinion analysis which
estimates the confidence of translated training samples and selects the promising ones for supervised classi-
fier training. In this study, with machine translation, we regard CLOA as an instance-level transfer learning
problem. Considering that few available training data in target language, we firstly apply Transfer AdaBoost
(TrAdaBoost) [10] to improve the overall performance with the union of training corpus of target language
and source language. A boosting-like strategy is used to down-weight the low quality samples from transla-
tion during iterative training to reduce their negative affections. To address potential risk of over-discarding of
source language instances in TrAdaBoost, we further improves TrAdaBoost to a new algorithm, named Transfer
Boosting with Bagging (TrBB), which uses Bagging [11] to smooth the TrAdaBoost classifier. The proposed ap-
proaches are evaluated on document-level and sentence-level Chinese opinion analysis in bi-lingual environment,
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respectively. The experimental results show that the proposed transfer learning approaches effectively improve
the opinion analysis performance on Chinese text by using small Chinese training data and large Traditional
Chinese or English training data. Meanwhile, this work is the first attempt to apply instance-level transfer
learning technique to CLOA.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the transfer learning based approaches for
opinion analysis. Evaluations and discussions are presented in Section 3. Finally, Section 4 concludes the paper.

2 CLOA Based on Transfer Learning

Suppose for an annotated opinion corpus on source language, its translation on target language is labeled as
Ts. As discussed in Section 1, the problem for CLOA is that not all of the instances in Ts should be used as
training data. Therefore, the objective of our research is to estimate and selects the useful instances in Ts.
For this purpose, an instance-level transfer learning mechanism is investigated. Supposes we are given a small
amount of labeled training data in target language, labeled as Tt, while the size of Tt is much smaller than
that of Ts, i.e., |Tt| ¿ |Ts|. The transfer learning mechanism is designed to unite these training data from both
source and target language which are mutually complementary. We hope that the classifier can exploit more
useful knowledge on target language along with information learned from Tt.

In the case of transfer learning, there are two types of instance spaces, Xs and Xt, in which Xs is the source
language instance space and Xt is the target language instance space. For simplicity, let X = Xt ∪Xs denotes
the instances space, and Y is the set of class labels. The set of source language training data is denoted by
Ts = {(xi, yi)}n

i=1, and the target language training data is denoted by Tt = {(xi, yi)}n+m
i=n+1, where xi ∈ X

and yi ∈ Y . The goal of our approach is to train a classifier h : X→Y for the target language that can more
accurately predict classes by using the useful part of source language training data.

In this study, we purpose to apply TrAdaBoost [10] as our base transfer learning strategy to utilize a small
amount of labeled data in target language to leverage the large scale labeled corpus in source language for
training opinion classifier on target language.

2.1 The TrAdaBoost Approach

TrAdaBoost is an extension of the AdaBoost algorithm [12]. It joins both the source and target language
training data during learning phase with different re-weighting strategy. As can be seen from the algorithm, in
each iteration round, if a training example from source language is wrongly classified by prior base learner, it
tends to be the useless samples or conflict with the target language training data. The weight corresponding to
this example should be reduced to decrease its negative impact on the classifier. On the contrary, for a target
language training sample, its corresponding weight will be increased if it is wrong classified. The base classifier
is trained on the union of the weighted source and target examples, but the training error rate is measured
only on the target training data. The ensemble classifier is obtained after several iterations. TrAdaBoost only
uses the last half of the ensemble for prediction. The framework of this algorithm is given below (Algorithm
1). Where 1[c] in Algorithm 1 is an indicator function, which equals 1 if c is true and 0 otherwise. Noted that,

Algorithm 1 Framework of TrAdaBoost.
Input:

a source language labeled corpus Ts, n = |Ts|; and a target language labeled corpus Tt, m = |Tt|; a base learner L;
the number of iterations T .

1: Initialize the distribution of training samples:D1(i) = 1/(n + m).
2: for each iteration t ∈ [1, T ] do
3: Get a hypothesis ht by training a base learner L with the combined training set Ts ∪ Tt using distribution Dt:

ht = L(Ts ∪ Tt, Dt).

4: Calculate the training error of ht on Tt : εt =
∑n+m

i=n+1
Dt(i)·1[ht(xi) 6=yi]∑n+m

i=n+1 Dt(i)
. Break if εt = 0 or εt ≥ 1/2 and set

T = T − 1.

5: Set βt = εt/(1− εt), β = 1/(1 +
√

2 ln n
T

).

6: If ht(xi) 6= yi, update the distribution:

Dt+1(i) =

{
Dt(i)β

Zt
1 ≤ i ≤ n

Dt(i)/βt

Zt
n + 1 ≤ i ≤ n + m

where Zt is a normalization constant and
∑n+m

i=1 Dt+1(i) = 1.
7: end for

Output: Hfin(x) = arg maxy∈Y

∑T
t=dT/2e 1[ht(x) = y] log(1/βt)
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this algorithm can handle multi-category problem which is different with original TrAdaBoost algorithm (for
binary classification problem only). More details and theoretical properties of TrAdaBoost are given in Dai et
al.’s work [10].

2.2 The TrBB Approach

In TrAdaBoost’s weighting scheme, the weights of source instances which are hard to classify are exponen-
tially decreased at every step. It may lead TrAdaBoost’s tendency to discard such instances. The TrAdaBoost
mechanism cannot guarantee a hard source instance is noise. Meanwhile, the weight of source instances which
have decreased in early boosting iterations have no chance to be recovered even they become beneficial for
later boosting rounds. As a result, hypotheses generated in later iterations cause the ensemble over-discard the
source instances, especially TrAdaBoost discard the first half of the ensemble. A natural strategy to prevent
TrAdaBoost from the risk of “over-discarding” source instances is by reducing its iteration numbers or using a
more moderate weighting scheme on source training dataset that decrease more slowly than exponential.

Bagging has long been used in addressing the problem of over-fitting with AdaBoost in noisy environ-
ment [13]. In this study, we propose to combine the bagging procedure and the boosting procedure of TrAd-
aBoost to prevent over-discarding of source instances. This is called TrBB. The basic strategy of TrBB is to
apply bagging to smooth the TrAdaBoost hypothesizes. The framework TrBB is described in Algorithm 2 below
(labeled as TrBB(K,ρ)). TrBB trains a number of TrAdaBoost as base learners each from a different bootstrap
sample T k

s and the same target language dataset Tt. The bootstrap sample T k
s is obtained by sub-sampling the

source language training dataset Ts with replacement, where the size of T k
s is nρ and nρ ≤ n. The resulting K

models are aggregated by uniform voting. When bootstrapping is used, each transfer learning model is effectively
learned from a smaller sample T k

s , the wrong discarded instance contained in Ts will hopefully be averaged(i.e.
smoothed) in. Considering the fact that the target and source language training datasets might not provide
sufficient information for discarding which instances in Ts and constructing a best transfer model. For example,
there may be many models perform equally well on the training datasets. Thus, combining these models may
be a better choice. Meanwhile, TrAdaBoost is sensitive to the ratio of size between Ts and Tt. Therefore, better
generalization ability can be obtained by sub-sampling Ts to find an optimal proportion ρ.

Algorithm 2 Framework of TrBB.
Input:

a source language labeled corpus Ts; and a target language labeled corpus Tt; TrAdaBoost parameters: base learner
L, the number of iterations T ; Bagging parameters: the number of learning rounds K, the percentage of the training
size ρ.

1: for each k ∈ [1, K] do
2: Generate a new training set T k

s of size |T k
s | = ρn, by bootstrap sampling examples from Ts.

3: Generate a TrAdaBoost Classifier, Ck = TrAdaBoost(T k
s , Tt, L, T )

4: end for
Output: Hfin(x) = arg maxy∈Y

∑K
k=1 1[Ck(x) = y]

3 Evaluation and Discussion

In this section, we perform a set of experiments on sentence-level and document-level opinion analysis in the bi-
lingual case, respectively. The experiment setup and the results obtained by different approaches are described
in the following subsections.

3.1 Experimental Setup

Datasets On sentence-level opinion analysis, we focus on opinionated sentence recognition, which is a binary
classification problem with only two labels, subjective or objective. The dataset is from the NTCIR-7 MOAT [14]
corpora. The experiments are carried out on English(EN), traditional Chinese(TC) and simplified Chinese(SC).
The information of this dataset is given in Table 1. Two cross lingual opinion analysis tasks are designed by
using the corpora. One task is denoted by SenOR :TC→SC, which uses TCs as source language training
dataset for improving classifier on SC; and another is denoted by SenOR:EN→SC, that uses the translation
of English corpus ENs as supplementary training data. To fit the transfer learning scenario, SCs is shrunk to
different scale as the target language training corpus by random. We use “SC

1/k
s ” to denote that the generated

shrunken data set only keep 1/k data. The simplified Chinese testing dataset SCt with gold answers is adopted
for evaluation on lenient and strict evaluation standard respectively, as described in [14].
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Table 1. The Dataset Adopted From the NTCIR-7 MOAT Corpora (unit: sentence).

Note Language Total
Subjective/Objective
Lenient Strict

SCs SC training 424 130/294 \
SCt SC test 4877 1869/3008 898/2022
TCs TC training 1365 740/625 \
ENs EN training1 1694 648/1046 \

Note 1. ENs is larger than NTCIR-7 MOAT English training dataset, which contains all sentences form topics: N01,
N02, T01, N02, N03, N04, N05, N06 and N07.

On document-level opinion analysis, we focus on review polarity classification, which classifies the reviews
into positive or negative. The bi-lingual dataset used in this study was adopted in [9]. In which, the English
subset is collected by Blitzer et al. [15], which contains a collection of 8,000 product reviews for: books, DVDs,
electronics and kitchen appliances. For each type of products, there are 1,000 positive reviews and 1,000 negative
ones, respectively. The Chinese subset were collected by Wan [9], which has 451 positive reviews and 435 negative
reviews of electronics products. In the following experiments, the Chinese subset is split into two sets based on
random splinting: a target language training dataset Tt and a test set. This task is denoted as RevSC:EN→SC.

In this study, Google Translate2 is choose for providing machine translation service, since it is one of the
state-of-the-art computer-aided translation services.

Comparison Methods This study focus on the approaches improving the opinion analysis by using cross
lingual examples, while the improving classifier target language is not our major target. Therefor, in the ex-
periments of all tasks, a simple Support Vector Machines (SVM) with linear kernel is used as the base learner.
We select the open source SVM package –LIBSVM[16] with all parameters set to their default values. For the
extraction of opinion sentences, we use the presences of lexical clues, such as opinion word, opinion operator,
opinion indicator etc., and the unigram, bigram of Chinese words as the linguistic features to represent each
sentence example [17]. For review polarity classification study, we use unigram, bigram of Chinese words features
which is suggested by [9]. Here, document frequency is used for feature selection. Meanwhile, term frequency
weighting is chosen for document representation.

In order to investigate the effectiveness of the proposed transfer learning approaches, they are compared
with following baseline methods: (1) NoTr(T), which applies SVM with only the target language training
data; (2) NoTr(S),which is a SVM classifier trained with the translation of source language training data; (3)
NoTr(S&T),which applies SVM with the union of target language and source language training data.

Evaluation Criteria For comprehensive study and evaluating performance average across categories, our
experiments used accuracy metric to evaluate the overall effectiveness of the system for both opinion analysis
tasks. In order to compare with submitted results of NTCIR-7, the metric of F1 for “subjective” category is
adopted to evaluate opinionated sentence recognition task, which is same as that used in [14]. All the performance
is averaged with 10 randomized experiments.

3.2 Experimental Results and Discussion

Overall Performances In our experiments, the number of iterations in TrAdaBoost and TrBB is experimen-
tally set to 10 for avoiding over-discarding. Table 2 gives the performance of the opinionated sentence recognition
task on lenient and strict test corpus, respectively, when only 1/16 target train data are kept. The following
settings: K=15, ρ=0.5 are empirically adopted for TrBB for both sub-tasks. From the table, it is observed
that the accuracies of NoTr(S&T) is always between that of NoTr(T) and NoTr(S). It is because that some
samples from source language may likely conflict with the target language training data. The results of NoTr(S)
and NoTr(S&T) also show that it is infeasible to use the translation of training data directly. The two transfer
learning approaches achieve better performance on both SenOR:EN→SC and SenOR:TC→SC sub-tasks. The
TrBB approaches achieve the best performance on both tasks, which can improve the accuracy more than 2.2%
compared to TrAdaBoost. On both tasks, we find that transfer leaning approaches get significant improvement
compared to NoTr(S&T), which improve the accuracy about 5%-10% under lenient evaluation and 7-14% under
strict evaluation. With the same evaluation metric (F1 of “subjective” category) of NTCIR-7, each best result
for a given row in Table 2 can be ranked among top 3 in all submitted runs according to the lenient and strict
criteria, except row 3.

2 http://translate.google.com/
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Table 2. The Comparison Results on Opinion Sentence Recognition. The target language training dataset is SC
1/16
s .

Each cell shows the average accuracies (left) and F1 for “subjective” category (right).

Sub-task NoTr(T) NoTr(S) NoTr(S&T) TrAdaBoost TrBB(15,0.5)

SenOR:TC→SC
lenient 0.625/0.355 0.606/0.604 0.610/0.596 0.653/0.631 0.671/0.619
strict 0.692/0.379 0.645/0.591 0.653/0.588 0.718/0.649 0.745/0.655

SenOR:EN→SC
lenient 0.625/0.355 0.659/0.500 0.641/0.552 0.672/0.502 0.687/0.563
strict 0.692/0.379 0.739/0.546 0.711/0.564 0.763/0.561 0.780/0.626

Table 3 shows the performances achieved on the task RevSC :EN→SC by using only 20 Chinese labeled
reviews for training. In this task, we set K equal to 15 and and ρ to be 0.25. From Table 3, we observe that
transfer learning approaches outperform other methods while TrBB wins TrAdaBoost. When both unigrams
and bigrams are used as features to represent each data example, the improvement of performance by transfer
learning approaches is lower than which only uses unigrams. One of the reasons may be that the data with both
unigrams and bigrams representation is quite sparse. Another reason is bigram is more informative. Bigram
information can help to reduce the confliction between the source and target training data. It is also observed
from Table 3, the result of NoTr(S&T) is better than the results of NoTr(S) and NoTr(T). [9] reported that the
highest accuracy achieved by co-training scheme is 0.813. Note that co-training approach used 400 unlabeled
Chinese reviews. Our approach TrBB(15,0.25) achieves a comparable accuracy (0.8163) with only 20 Chinese
labeled reviews. It shows the effectiveness of transfer learning on CLOA.

Table 3. The Comparison Results on Chinese Reviews Sentiment Classification. Numbers in the table are average
accuracies.

Features NoTr(T) NoTr(S) NoTr(S&T) TrAdaBoost TrBB(15,0.25)

unigram 0.7542 0.7122 0.7531 0.7704 0.8027
unigram+bigram 0.7518 0.7415 0.7840 0.7984 0.8163
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Fig. 1. A Comparison of the Methods’ Performances at Different Size of Target Language Training Data on Task of
Opinionated Sentence Recognition

Influences of Target Training Corpus Size In order to estimate the performance of transfer leaning
approaches with different size of target language training data, we conduct a set of experiments on both tasks.
In Fig 1, we focus on opinionated sentence recognition task under lenient evaluation. Fig 2 focuses on the task
RevSC :EN→SC. Fig 2(a) shows the results by using unigram features and Fig 2(b) shows the results by
using both unigrams and bigrams. From the figures, for both tasks, it can be seen that TrAdaBoost and TrBB
always improve the performance compared with NoTr(S&T), while our proposed TrBB algorithm outperforms
other methods, when few target language training data is used. When more target training data is used, the
performance of transfer learning approaches is even a little worse than NoTr(T). The reason is that few target
training data can help to transfer useful knowledge from translations. When too much training data from
target language is used in transfer learning approach, the weight of source language instances are decreased
exponentially after several iterations. Then the source training data can’t affect the learner anymore. Sometimes
this may lead to negative transfer.
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Fig. 2. A Comparison of the Methods’ Performances with Different Number of Target Language Training Instances on
Task of Review Polarity Classification.

4 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we investigate instance-level transfer learning techniques for cross lingual opinion analysis, by us-
ing the translation of training examples in other language to train a classifier of the target language. TrAdaBoost
with different weighting schemas is employed to address the problems caused by the different feature/category
distribution between training data and testing data, as well as the inaccurate translations. In order to prevent
TrAdaBoost from the risk of over-discarding source language instances, we further propose a new transfer learn-
ing framework TrBB, which uses bagging operates to smooth TrAdaBoost classifier. The proposed approaches
are evaluated on document-level and sentence-level opinion analysis, respectively. The experimental results show
the effectiveness of the proposed approaches. It is also shown that opinion analysis in a new language can benefit
from using existing resource in other languages with instance-level transfer learning techniques like TrAdaBoost.
In the future, we are planning to develop other transfer leaning techniques for CLOA. Another major direc-
tion of future work is to employ other moderate weighting scheme on source training dataset to reduce the
over-discarding of training examples from source language.
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